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To be a department to address the needs of application of Physics in Engineering.

· To provide knowledge of Engineering Physics needed for understanding engineering courses 
· To provide a platform to keep abreast with current happenings in Science & Technology 
· To engage faculty members in research, to enrich teaching-learning process 

·    To provide Engineering and Management Education that meets the needs of human resources in the country

·    To develop leadership qualities, team spirit and concern for environment in students

To impart concepts of Engineering Chemistry for students to comprehend its applications

in engineering solutions

·     Provide understanding of applications of Chemistry in Engineering

·     Develop concern for environmental issues and responsibility for preserving green

       environment

·     To engage faculty members in research, to enrich teaching-learning process

To mould the students to acquire skills required for strengthening Mathematics the back 

bone of Engineering Education

·     Provide platform to acquire abilities to evaluate problems using analytical/ numerical/

       graphical techniques

·     Provide a background for relating mathematical techniques to solve real life problems

·     To involve faculty in research which enriches teaching-learning process

To be one of the premier Institutes of Engineering and Management Education in the country
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About Departments

  

A New Feather  on our Cap 

Hope you enjoy and feel enlightened!

We are delighted to present the current issue of our newsletter 'Sci - Tech'. It is an effort to share the 

knowledge through articles by our students and faculty members and some new mysteries and 

discoveries in science. The issue carries informative articles on National Science Day, Gravitational 

Waves, Solar System and Black Hole, IOT and Robotic Inventions.  'Sci - Tech' also throws light on 

the achievements of our faculty members, students and activities conducted by BNMIT Science 

Forum. 

Twelve faculty members of different departments were awarded Doctoral degree by Visvesvaraya 

Technological University(VTU), Belagavi that further brought laurels to the college.

The Department of Physics aims in training future engineers with various aspects of 

fundamental Physics that makes them understand, develop and innovate, contributing to the 

advancement of technology. The Department has a well-established laboratory to provide hands on 

experience in Physics Experiments to students and a dedicated research laboratory where faculty are 

actively engaged in research activities in the areas of Photophysics and Materials Science. It has 

full-fledged Research Centre, recognized by Visvesvaraya Technology University, Belagavi.

The Department of Chemistry aims to impart high quality education by inspiring students to 

compete globally. The Department has a well-equipped laboratory to provide individual attention 

on the students and also academically rich experienced and research oriented faculties in the areas of 

Corrosion, Medicinal Chemistry, Nano Technology and Pharmaceutics. It has a full- fledged 

Research Centre, recognized by Visvesvaraya Technology University, Belagavi.

The Department of Mathematics is equipped with full-fledged, experienced, academically 

rich and research oriented faculties in the areas of Fluid Mechanics and Graph Theory among others. 

The Department is producing excellent results consistently and every year, many students are 

scoring cent percent marks. It has a full-fledged Research Centre, recognized by Visvesvaraya 

Technology University, Belagavi. 



   
National Science Day  

With the help of Science, mankind has made its life better and easy. It has made impossible things possible like 

man approaching space, robots, computers etc. Therefore, science holds great importance in our lives. India has 

also contributed a lot in the field of science. Many Indian scientists have made remarkable achievements and 

contributed to the progress in the area of space, genetics, computers, electronics, atomic energy etc.

National Science Day is celebrated all over India on 28 February to mark the discovery of the phenomenon of 

Raman Effect by CV Raman in 1928. For this remarkable discovery in 1930, he got Nobel Prize which was the first 

Nobel Prize for India in the field of Science. 

Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman has worked from 1907 to 1933 at the Indian Association for the Cultivation of 

Science, Kolkata, West Bengal. He researched on various topics of Physics of which one is the Raman Effect, 

which marked the greatest discovery in the field of science in Indian History. In 1986, the National Council for 

Science and Technology Communication (NCSTC) requested the Government of India to mark 28 February as 

National Science Day. The Government accepted it and declared 28 February as National Science Day in 1986. 

The first National Science Day was celebrated on February 28, 1987.

It is a phenomenon in which change in the wavelength of light occurs when a beam of light is deflected by 

molecules. When a beam of light travels from a dust free transparent sample of a chemical compound, then a 

small fraction of the light emerges in the direction other than that of the incident light. Most of the scattered 

light wavelength is unchanged and in small part if the wavelength is different from that of incident light it is 

due to Raman Effect.

Awards attributed to CV Raman were: Fellow of the Royal Society (1924), Knight Bachelor (1929), Nobel Prize 

in Physics (1930), Bharat Ratna (1954), Lenin Peace Prize (1957) and Fellow of the Royal Society (1924).

What is Raman Effect?



· For human welfare also, it is necessary to understand and display efforts and achievements in the 

field of Science

· To provide an opportunity for people who want to develop his or her carrier in the field of science

· To encourage the people and popularise Science and Technology

· To spread the message of the Importance of Science and its Application in the daily life of people. 

This is necessary to accelerate the pace of the development

· Invent and implement new technologies for the development of science

· Despite many significant achievements, certain sections of our society are still guided by blind faith 

and beliefs, which are reflected in the quality of decision making on developmental issues, which 

required change.

With all these examples, we come to know that Science not only provide good career opportunity, but also 

is very useful in our daily life which transforms our lives and also provide new direction to think, invent 

new technology.

· Liftware Company had created a magic tool for persons suffering from Parkinson's disease. This 

machine uses hundreds of algorithms and helps people with this disease and supports their food 

consumption. The hand of the patient is monitored by this machine.

· There was a person, named Neil Harbisson who was born with Achromatopsia condition, in which 

he could only see black and white colours. Then, with the help of science, he had created a camera 

which curls over the head like an antenna and convert colour inputs into some specific sounds that 

help people listen to colours. 

Some Technologies that have transformed the lives of Differently Abled people

· Para Technology which a Leicestershire-based firm created a working prototype is called 

Anagraphs. It uses software-controlled heat to expand paraffin waxes in its screen, turning the 

material from liquid to solid and controlling the main features of the prototype, which are raised.

Objectives behind the National Science Day Celebration:



 Some of the sources of Gravitational waves are, asymmetrical explosion of stars (also called as 

supernovae), two orbiting stars, merging black holes, neutron stars, and even the Big Bang. Gravitational 

Waves are constantly passing Earth. The objects creating the Gravitational Waves are faraway and even the 

strongest becomes weak by the time they reach the Earth and this makes it very hard to detect them.

             GRAVITATIONAL WAVES

 Gravitational Waves are ripples in spacetime caused by the most violent and energetic processes in 

the universe. Albert Einstein predicted its existence based on his General Theory of Relativity in 1916. 

According to this theory, gravity is treated as a phenomenon resulting from the curvature of spacetime, this 

curvature is caused to the presence of mass. More is the mass, greater is the curvature. Massive accelerating 

objects disrupt spacetime in such a way that 'waves' of distorted space is radiated from the source and is 

travelling at the speed of light. These propagating phenomena are called as Gravitational Waves. 

Gravitational Waves contain information about the source's catacysmic origins, as well as clues to the 

nature of gravity itself.

th
 September 14 , 2015 was when LIGO first detected the presence of a gravitational wave which was 

th
generated by 2 colliding black holes nearly 1.3 billion light years away. On February 16 ,2016 LIGO and its 

sister facility VIRGO announced that they had made the first direct observation of a Gravitational 

wave!This discovery of LIGO will go down history as one of humanity's greatest scientific achievements.

  Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory[LIGO] is the world's largest gravitational 

wave observatory. Its two primary research centers are located in CALTECH in Pasadena, California and 

MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The detectors sitting in Hanford and Livingston are home to the 

interferometers that make LIGO an 'observatory'. 

 LIGO currently consists of two interferometers, each with two 4km long arms arranged in the shape 

of an 'L'.  These instruments act as antennae to detect gravitational waves.  Interferometers are basically 

investigative tools.  They are called interferometers because they work by merging two or more sources of 

light to create an interference pattern which can be measured and analysed.

 Gravitational Waves promise a glimpse into regions of our cosmos that were inaccessible to regular 

astronomical observation. They are the new way of seeing our cosmos. With LIGO's unrelenting efforts and 

dedication to see a little farther, our ability to probe the cosmos will take another leap forward!

 LIGO'S interferometers are extremely sensitive to thermal noise in the mirrors and optics, 

electronics noise in the equipment, and even seismic noise from nearby vehicle traffic and earthquakes 

around the globe. Noise was such a significant issue that from 2006 to 2014, LIGO researchers observed no 

gravitational waves, until September 2015 when they first detected it. Over the 394 days of operation 

between September 2015 and august 2017 LIGO observed 11 gravitational events which averages out to 

one detection every 35 days.

 LIGO has resumed its operations in the start of April this year, after its latest round of enhancements 

and in April alone, it has observed five likely gravitational wave events: three colliding black holes and now 

the latest two neutron star/neutron star-black hole collisions.

Article Gallery

Gravitational waves caused by binary 
neutron stars(3D visualization).

Sree Madhumitha

 II ECE - B



HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO EXPLORE THE SOLAR SYSTEM? 

 

The need to explore has always been at the heart of human existence. From Magellan and 

Captain Cooke to the Mercury Space Program, human beings have always felt the need to 

explore - to find out what over the horizon is. 

The intangible desire to explore and challenge the boundaries of what we know and 

where we have been, has provided benefits to our society for centuries like human ventures have 

led to navigate the seas, discover the new lands, conquest of the skies and now the exploration of 

space. But why? What’s the point? 

 

In my humble opinion, the space exploration is important not only to human’s curiosity 

of the great beyond, but it is also important for the future of the earth and all of us living on it. 

The space not only gives light to us human beings, but also on everything present on the earth.  

Are there any habitable planets? Are there life forms? Perhaps they are more advanced and can 

cure our common diseases. Probing the galaxy in search of these answers allows us constantly to 

continue our research. 

The new explorers of the 20th century embraced the sentiment of Russian space pioneer 

Konstantin Tsiolkovsky.  He Said, “The Earth is the cradle of humanity but one cannot live in a 

cradle forever” 

The Space exploration is our final frontier and by far the most daunting yet for explorers. 

 

New Technologies and Research 

Human did not evolve to go into space, but we go there anyway. That has led to the 

development of various technologies that fed back into the economy and improve our lives on 

the earth. Without space programs, we wouldn’t have GPS, accurate weather prediction, solar 

cells, or the ultraviolet filters in sunglasses and cameras. There’s also medical research 

happening in space right now that could cure diseases and prolong human lives and these 

experiments can’t be done on the Earth. Space exploration could save our life. 

 

Asteroids and Comets don’t care about us 

Speaking of saving our lives, space exploration could save all our lives. Our Solar System 

has calmed down a lot since the early eons but there are still uncountable big asteroids and 

comets out there that could smack into the planet and really ruin our days. It’s happened several 

times in the past, each one causing a mass extinction. It’s not a matter of another large asteroid 

that will hit the Earth, but when? A robust space program is the only hope we have of deflecting 

such an object. 

 

Colonisation is the Ultimate Backup 

There are currently more than 7 billion humans. However, we’re all crammed together on 

this one planet. If something happened to the Earth, our species could be wiped out. For 

L. K. Priyanka
II CSE - A



 Small black holes populate the universe but their cousins, super massive black holes, dominate. 

Supermassive black holes are millions or even billions of times as massive as the sun, but have a radius similar 

to that of  the Earth's closest star. Such black holes are thought to lie at the centre of pretty much every galaxy, 

including the Milky Way. Black holes are incredibly massive but cover only a small region. Because of the 

relationship between mass and gravity, they have an extremely powerful gravitational force. Virtually, nothing 

can escape from them — under Classical Physics, even light is trapped by a black hole.

Rajshekhar Choudhary

 Such a strong pull creates an observational problem when it comes to black holes — scientists can't see 

them, the way they can see stars and other objects in space. Instead, scientists must rely on the radiation that is 

emitted as dust and gas are drawn into the dense creatures. Supermassive black holes, lying in the center of a 

galaxy, may find themselves shrouded by the dust and gas quite thick around them, that can block the tell-tale 

emissions.

II ECE- B

 IOT.....is the buzz around us .Heard of “Smart Homes”.....IOT is the most synonymous with products, 

pertaining to these concepts. The Internet of Things (IOT) is the extension of internet connectivity into 

physical devices and everyday objects. Embedded with Electronics, internet connectivity and other forms of 

hardware, these devices can communicate and interact with others over the internet and they can be remotely 

monitored and controlled.

                       

  The concept of a network of smart devices was discussed as early as 1982, and the first Internet- 

connected appliance was a modified “Coke Vending machine” at Carnegie Mellon University .It was able to 

report its inventory and whether newly loaded drinks were cold. Today, a growing portion of IOT devices are 

created for consumer use, including connected vehicles, home automation, wearable technology, connected 

health and appliances with remote monitoring capabilities.  

 Coming back to the concept of “Smart Home” mentioned above, the IOT devices are a part of the 

larger concept of home automation, which can include lighting, heating and air conditioning, media and 

security systems. Long term benefits could include energy savings by automatically ensuring lights and 

electronics are turned off. 

IOT (Internet of Things)

  A smart home or automated home could be based on a platform or hubs that control smart devices and 

appliances. For instance, using Apple's home kit, manufacturers can have their home products and accessories 

controlled by an application in iOS devices such as iPhone and the Apple Watch. This could be dedicated app 

or iOS native applications such as Siri. There are also dedicated smart home hubs that are offered as 

standalone platforms to connect different smart home products and these include the Amazon Echo, Google 

Home etc....

 One key application of a smart home is to provide assistance for those with disabilities and elderly 

individuals. These home systems use assistive technology to accommodate an owner's specific disabilities. 

Voice control can assist users with sight and mobility limitations while alert systems can be connected directly 

to Cochlear implants worn by hearing-impaired users.

 There are many commercial applications also, such as the “Smart Healthcare” which led to the 

creation of a digitized healthcare system, connecting available medical resources and healthcare services. The 

application of the IOT in healthcare, plays a fundamental role in managing chronic diseases and in disease 

prevention and control. IOT is also helpful in Transportation, Industrial applications, Agriculture, 

Infrastructure Applications etc...

 The IOT creates opportunities for more direct integration of the physical world into computer-based 

systems, resulting in efficiency improvements, economic benefits and reduced human exertions. But, the IOT 

will often be considered and studied as a complex system due to huge number of different links and 

interactions.  As a practical approach, not all elements in the internet of things run in a global, public space. 

Subsystems are often implemented to mitigate the risks of privacy, control and reliability.



 Internet of Things (IOT) helps you optimise time and boost productivity. There's a lot you can reinvent 

with IOT; making the world a smarter place.

 Security is the biggest concern in adopting Internet of things technology. In particular, as the Internet of 

things spreads widely, cyber attacks are likely to become an increasingly physical threat. The current IOT space 

comes with numerous security  vulnerabilities like weak authentication, unencrypted messages sent between 

devices etc....This allows attackers to easily intercept data to steal user credentials at login, or inject malware into 

newly updated firmware.

 

 Philip N Howard, a professor and author, writes that the internet of things offer immense potential for 

empowering citizens, making government transparent and broadening information access. Howard cautions, 

however that privacy threats are enormous as is the potential for social control and political manipulation.

 Concerns about privacy have led many to consider the possibility that big data infrastructures such as the 

internet of things and data mining are inherently incompatible with privacy. The privacy of households could be 

compromised by solely analyzing smart home network traffic patterns without dissecting the contents of 

encrypted application data, yet a synthetic packet injection scheme can be used safely to overcome such invasion 

of privacy.

 The IOT suffers from platform fragmentation and lack of technical standards, a situation where the 

variety of IOT devices, in terms of both hardware variations and differences in the software running on them, 

makes the tasks of developing applications. This works consistently between different inconsistent technology 

ecosystems hard.

 However, Internet security is a branch of computer security specifically related to internet and browser 

security. Many methods are used to protect the transfer of data including encryption. The IOT device 

manufactures, cloud providers, and researchers are working to design systems to security control the flow of 

information between devices. With a lot of research happening in this area, hope the IOT will be protected. 

There's a lot you can reinvent with IOT; making the world a smarter place.

Sanjna Sridhar  

 II ECE – B  

Sanjana Sridhar
II ECE - B



Ubtech Robotics Walker

ENTRALLING ROBOTIC INVENTIONS

 Ubtech has been a pioneer in the industry with its humanoid robots, including an Alexa-enabled robot 

that can perform yoga too. The robot Ubtech previewed at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) expo is its 

most ambitious project. The Ubtech Robotics Walker is a four-feet tall bot that has true bipedal motion, which 

enables it to not only walk around but also go up and down stairs and even kick a soccer ball.

 The version that was showcased in the CES 2018 was an early model and did not have arms but  the 

time Ubtech Robotics Walker is available in 2019, it has all of its limbs, with a host of new abilities according 

to company representatives. The technology marvel Walker is studded with sensors like cameras in its head 

and torso and auto detection sensors in its feet and sides, that help the robot, know when it is close to an object. 

When armed with the right programming, the robot can avoid things such as chairs and tables which come on 

its way. Ubtech Robotics Walker responds to vocal commands as well as visual cues and its head is a large 

touchscreen which has a camera on the top to control your smart home, help schedule your calendar, play 

music and dance, patrol the home, and provide visual surveillance and motion detection.

 The company is positioning the robots to “enhance” home life and retail environments. Walker is 

billed as an “agile smart companion” and is a bipedal robot that stands 4.75-feet tall and weighs 170 pound. 

The new bot is more advanced with arms and hands that can grasp and manipulate objects.The torso of the 

robot is refined and offers improved self-balancing, smooth and stable walking in challenging environments 

and multi-modal interaction with voice, vision, and touch. Walker uses 36 actuators and has a full range of 

sensing systems. Those systems give it gait planning and control with the ability to walk on multiple 

surfaces.The self-balancing system helps it to stay upright when disturbed by external impacts. Other features 

include smart home control and face and object recognition.

FORWARDX CX-1 ROBOTICS SUITCASE                                                                   

 Indeed, the Ovis has been branded as the world's first self-driving carry-on robot featuring an array 
 of advanced tech, including a 170  wide-angle lens that hosts a built-in facial recognition software, allowing 

the device to follow the user at up to 7 miles per hour. Other exciting features that include obstacle avoidance 

work in tandem with the suitcase's tracking algorithm. The Ovis comes with a smart wristband that works to 

keep thieves at bay, if the suitcase wanders out of range, the smart wristband bracelet will let the users know 

for an easy tracking.

 CES 2018 showcased a notable tech the first smart suitcase custom built to follow the owner. 

Recently unveiled ForwardX CX-1, now called 'The Ovis' is an autonomous piece of luggage designed to 

follow you around as you make your way from point A to B, and everywhere in between. This autonomous 

suitcase has been commercially launched in Indiegogo (international crowd-funding website to buy unique 

products), with early bird pricing beginning at $399.  The robotic suitcase has been implanted with a pair of 

eyes and brain to represents a meeting between a wheeled gadget and computer vision, armed with the 

intelligence and cognition to tackle complex problems like predicting the user's path while avoiding 

obstacles. 

    Rachana B. R.
II ECE-B



v Airbags in car are packed with salt sodium azide,.When a collision takes place, the car's sensors trigger an 

electrical impulse which in the fraction of a second dramatically raises the temperature of the salts. These 

then decompose into harmless nitrogen gas, rapidly expanding the airbag.

v Acids are ranked on a scale from 0 to 14. The lower the pH level, the stronger the acid. Human stomach acid 

is typically 1.0 to 2.0. It means that it has an impeccably strong pH. In a study, scientists found that the 

thickened back of a single-edged blade dissolves after two hours of immersion in stomach acid.

DO YOU KNOW THESE FACTS...........

v Lost land animals may not be able to find their way homes, but sea animals might. According to the U. S. 

Geological Survey(USGS), there is an evidence that some animals, like sea turtles and salmon, have the 

ability to sense the Earth's magnetic field and to use this sense for navigation.

v NASA experts believe that there could be anywhere from 100 billion to 400 billion stars in the Milky Way 

galaxy : Snopes reports. However, in 2015 a paper was published in the journal Nature estimated that the 

number of trees around the world is much higher: 3.04 trillion.

v When you burp on Earth, gravity keeps down the solids and liquids from the food you just ate, so only the 

gas escapes from your mouth. In the absence of gravity, the gas cannot be separated from the liquids and 

solids, so burping essentially turns into puking.

v A cool thing called total internal reflection is applied, while pointing a laser beam through a container of 

water. When light travels through water, it is slowed by the heavier particles in water. Thus, the laser beam 

effectively gets trapped in the water.

v Bananas contain potassium. Since potassium decays, that makes them slightly radioactive. The person 

passes away by radiation poisoning, if he eats 10,000,000 bananas at once: Forbes reports. 

v  When helium is cooled to extreme temperatures, just a few degrees away from absolute zero (-460˚F or -

273˚C), it turns into a superfluid, which means it can flow without friction. It can climb up over the sides of 

a glass. If it starts flowing like a fountain, it will never stop.

v Neutron stars are the fastest spinning objects known in the universe. Pulsars are a particular type of neutron 

star that emits a beam of radiation that can be observed as a pulse of light. The rate of this pulse allows 

astronomers to measure the rotation.

            Source:Internet



The brightest object from the Universe's Infancy

The astronomers have  the brightest object in our universe. The discovered quasar, named P352-15, is 13 spotted

billion light years away from earth and started when the universe was 7% of its age today. A quasar is an object in 

space, like a galaxy, fuelled by a super massive black hole. They can be up to a billion times as big as the sun. 

Quasars absorb materials and then spew them back out in the form of blinding plasma and so scientists are able to 

detect them with sophisticated telescopes. 

A team of Boston researchers led by Dr. David Sinclair revealed they found a way to reverse ageing in 

mice. They said in mammals, ageing is related to a molecule called NAD, which is necessary for the 

survival. NAD levels naturally drop over time, leading to age related diseases. Sinclair found a way to 

boost the NDA levels via a dietary supplement in older mice, the cells became young again and the mice's 

overall health improved.

Ageing in mice reversed?

World’s oldest known animal 

Since 1947, a fossil only known as Dickinsonia had gone unidentified. In September 2018, 

Australian scientists revealed that they had finally identified the animal in the geological record. 

Scientists called this discovery “The Holy Grail of Palaeontology”. By examining the fat 

molecules found on the fossil, researchers were able to verify that the creature lived 558 million 

years ago, which makes it the “earliest known member of the animal kingdom”. 

Mysteries & Discoveries
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Students' Achievements
nd rd

In the Annual Technical fest TATVA 2019 held during 22  and  23   March 2019, in BNMIT the following 

students have secured prizes in different activities

· Bhargav D. V. and  Karthik Bharadwaj G M of  II  ECE have  secured  I prize in Coding –Relay

· Sachin Maheswary and Suprat Poudel of  II  ECE  have secured I prize in the event Reverse 

Engineering 

Ÿ J Thipperudrappa, Exploring the spectral features and quantum chemical computations of a novel biologically 

active heterocyclic class of compound 2MEFPBA dye: Experimental and theoretical approach, Chemical Data 

Collections, 19, 100182 (1-14 pages) January 2019

Department of Physics

Department of Chemistry 

Ÿ Dr. B. K. Jayanna, Second Derivative Spectrophotometric Determination of Iron(II) and Ruthenium(III) Using 

1, 10-phenanthroline,Analytical Chemistry Letters, 8(6), 757-768, 2018.

Ÿ Dr. M K Prashanth, Synthesis, characterization and biological evaluation of novel 3-(4-chlorophenyl)-

2(Substituted)quinazolin-4(3H)-one derivatives as multi-target anti-inflammatory agents. Journal of 

Heterocyclic Chemistry, In Press, 2019.

Associate Professor - Dept. of Mathematics

Faculty
Dr. Leena N. Shenoy, 

Prof. R. N. Tiwari,  Assistant Professor - English

Student coordinators

 Likitha M. , II EEE    

 Sanjana Sridhar, II ECE B

Science Forum Activities

thQuiz Competition by Science Club on 9  May 2019 A talk by Prof. E.S Dwarakadasa on the occasion 
stof FCD Function for 1  Sem. Students

Ÿ Dr. A. Pranesha Setty, A Study of Linear Double Diffusive Convection in Fluid-Saturated Anisotropic 
Rectangular Porous Channels with Cross-Diffusion Effects, Journal of Emerging Technologies and 
innovative research,ISSN:2349-5162, Volume 6, Issue 2, February 2019
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innovative research,ISSN:2349-5162, Volume 6, Issue 2, February 2019
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